Aggressive
claims handling it’s
we do.

what

superior claims management
Battling on your behalf.
As specialists in wheels-based insurance, National Interstate aggressively
adjusts hundreds of millions of dollars in claims each year. And on every claim
for every customer, we fight tirelessly to keep their costs as low as possible. In
fact, a recent study of 90+ years of Workers’ Comp and Auto Liability claims
for 25 trucking companies in our alternative risk programs, our aggressive
claims handling techniques helped our customers enjoy a 20% savings when
compared with their previous carriers*.
Beyond working as an advocate to help reduce the cost of customer claims,
we stand apart from the crowd of other providers in our ability to listen and
respond quickly. Our unparalleled customer focus provides an extremely high
level of communication throughout the entire claims process. From the routine
fender bender to a million dollar catastrophic claim, you’re sure to get the
same disciplined and highly responsive level of service.

Claims Management highlights
➼ Responsive 8-hour contact after a claim
➼ Subrogation of claims paid on your behalf
➼ Reserve change payment notification**
➼ Special alternative risk claims unit
➼ Hot claims communication**
➼ Multiple claims reporting methods including online
➼ Online claims access**
More on back

* Findings based on National Interstate’s Venture, Voyager and Velocity Group Captive Customers.
Claims cost savings may vary.
**For alternative risk customers

superior claims management
The real story, straight from our customers:

David Yarbrough Transfer Company
“When we have a claim, the adjusters at National Interstate are prompt in following up on the initial
claim report and responsive to our input on how the claim should be handled. If there are any mitigating
or complicating factors to be considered, they listen and take our input very seriously. This leads to claims
being resolved quickly and investigations that focus on the key factors surrounding a claim.”

Tom Coastal Transport Co., Inc.
“Through our alternative risk program with National Interstate, we realized a
seven-figure premium savings during the first year alone. We have an excellent
partnership – communication at all levels is open, claims handling is excellent,
and the National Interstate team always has innovative ideas specific to our
industry. National Interstate has been flexible and receptive to our needs.”

Michael Coach Tours

Keith Tri-Gas & Oil Company
“The real value of National Interstate comes when
you have your first tough claim. Our company faced a
challenging claim a few years back, and I just can’t say
enough about how National Interstate helped during that
difficult time. Their claims team knew what they were
doing, kept us informed every step of the way, and acted
as our advocate to getting things resolved quickly and
effectively. They were there for us when we truly needed
them.”

“As an alternative risk client of National Interstate,
I have found their claims process to be far superior
to what I had come to expect after 20 years in the
transportation business. Their staff communicates
with me frequently about even a minor claim. We
have saved a significant amount compared to what I
had expected our claims would cost. I get the feeling
that National Interstate is working as hard as they
can to keep the costs down.”

Lynn RMA Chauffeured Transportation
“Accidents can be emotional events. National Interstate has removed the emotion
and substituted it with compassion and
solutions. They’ve guided us through all our
accidents and resolved each one in a timely
manner -- all while communicating with us
at every step. Insurance is a necessity but,
with National Interstate, it’s also an investment in our business success.”
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